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Moon's north node ingress Virgo Wednesday November 11th 7:59 PM
Mars ingress Libra Thursday November 12th 4:42 PM
Neptune direct Wednesday November 18th 11:32 AM

Mercury ingress Sagittarius Friday November 20th 2:44 PM
Sun ingress Sagittarius Sunday November 22nd 10:26 AM
Saturn square Neptune Thursday November 22nd 8:16 PM
Full Moon in Gemini Wednesday November 25th 5:45 PM

Venus ingress Scorpio Friday December 4th 11:16 PM
Uranus retrograde in Aries throughout cycle



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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T
he individual typically experiences a dynamic between their social or public self and their
independent creative inspired self. This plays out for example in how one understands
their specific social image and social identity. This dynamic may be colored by the new

Moon in Scorpio in that the individual will ideally seek clarity in terms of what others socially
believe in an effort to aim their own creativity to mass appeal. The need to know for example
what is real and what is imagined or pretended to be real is going to go under the microscope for
a while and it begins here at the new Moon phase. Scorpio will signal a deeper understanding in
how one feels, their passions, their powerful motivations. It will in many be directed toward
achieving clarity as to what is socially reasonable, in others what is socially delicious, and in
others what is socially commanding or controlling. The sense of what is important in terms of an
individual's personal comfort and security will also be played out in terms of their social identity.
This is more about what people choose to believe other than social identity, it's just that the social
identity is typically the extension of what one beliefs regarding who we are as community
creatures. And specifically here it is those beliefs which have only been substantiated within
one's imagination or have been repeatedly verbalized many times over years. The thing is the
individual is now going to seek what is real and cut the frivolous imaginings. It is the concern
that one achieve comfort and security for themselves and their family which can be a motivator.
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Being decisive within an ocean of opportunity will be valuable now and for the next year or so.
Like going into a library and knowing precisely what item you want we need to accept the
diversity of life and yet be astute as to what is appropriate for us individually. Being mindful
with our choices will be at times important. Some difficult or regrettable choice from our past
may return giving us another opportunity to do something which we have proclaimed we would.
Things may not be as cut and dry as assumed, a black and white approach is really gauging some
shade of grey. This period of being decisive will last over a year yet begins now as the Scorpio
Moon cycle begins. The period will however follow the Sun through all twelve zodiac signs. It
will affect all zodiac signs yet there is an exaggerated affect on Pisces and Virgo. Ideally the
individual will develop the ability to find the relevancy of things which are occurring to and
around them. Kind of like finding the handle or core notion or belief, the ability to find the main
link or common denominator will assist the individual to navigate so called grey areas. Absolute
boundaries will also be useful yet at the same time there is a danger of merely constructing a
cactus fence around oneself by refusing to feel. In which case leads to eventual collapse. The
individual always wants to remember they draw experiences to them and so the nature as to why
certain things are occurring will be best investigated by accepting that we do indeed possess this
awesome power. Relationships partnerships, sharing values and resources, working in teams,
enjoying the feeling of being mutually supportive, all will be important during this Moon cycle.
Some sort of artistic expression especially if it involves coordination with others can be
enjoyable and revealing.

A rather significant ingress occurs during the new Moon phase thus amplifying the the ingress as
well as the new Moon cycle. The Moon's nodal axis makes a Virgo Pisces ingress approximately
7 hours after the new Moon. The Moon's nodes will be conjunct planets, Mars on the Moon's
north node and asteroid Vesta on the Moon's south node, as well again amplifying the
significance of the ingress and the new Moon. The Moon's nodes recent transit through Libra
Aries which began February 18th 2014 will finally end. Since this time February 2014, many
individual's gained partnerships or at least explored team effort as opposed to carrying on solo
efforts. The ability to expand one's experiences in an enjoyable way was through trusting and
taking part in some form of team effort. Or the busting of ones solo effort may have occurred.
Life may have gotten easier for some because they were able to allow others to take part in their
plans and have most likely obtained some sort of good result from it. Doesn't mean it was all
pain free as there was, no doubt, issues which must be admitted and dealt with in order to
experience the more desired good times. At the least some chipping away of some denial
management may have occurred releasing the individual from an over abundance of thinking or
choosing to do everything themselves. The new nodal axis ingress Virgo Pisces will cause
individuals to become more critical of their methods and priorities. A discernment as to what is
to be prioritized and what is to be left out will begin to occur. This may affect health and if it
does the individual need look at why they are getting involved with things which may not be
their concern. Health issues can indicate the individual is to maintain and service their own well
being first. Health issues cause one to prioritize their own situation as opposed to getting too
involved in other people's stuff. An understanding of partnerships may now be more clearly
defined. A relationship will be considered in a more discerning manner and the fantasy aspect if
not clearly established and significant and real will be left on the outside of one's newly defined
boundary. Fantasy and delusions will be brought forward as if they are intentionally meant to
show themselves. This will occur so that the individual can own their part in drawing them to
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themselves. A discerning mind will be more likely to identity it as frivolous as opposed to some
past acceptance. An ability to be creative and boundless can still be availed however a realistic
approach will be required in order to allow these dreams or fantasies to be sustained. Where it
gets difficult and tricky is when an individual has accepted a fantasy over a practical reality yet
has not realized that it is not healthy to indulge in fantasy. Or they have convinced themselves it
is not a fantasy when it is. An individuals identity may, for example, be less real than they allow
themselves to admit. If such is the case, depending on the degree, an individual can expedite a
health issue. What a health issue does is force or challenge the individual to accept the
responsibility of maintaining good health over the distraction of pretending they are someone
they are not. Fantasy is good yet false reality can be difficult. If one is not respectful of their need
to be discerning this transit of the Moon's nodal axis will flesh it out. As mentioned earlier the
nodal axis has a planetary accompaniment in Mars conjunct the Moon's north node and Vesta
conjunct the Moon's south node just as the ingress occurs and while the new Moon phase is
present. Jupiter, already in Virgo since August 11th, will have already stirred the Virgo force of
being logical and critical and now with Mars conjunct the new Virgo nodal ingress an action plan
to right some delusional or misconceived reality or situation can occur. Vesta on the other end
will be opposite to Mars in Pisces calling for a standard of respect and special consideration for
the boundless wonder of some fantastic thing, could be a religious belief or some inspired
compassionate sense. Mars can indicate individuals going after something which is directly
related to for example a religious belief where they are attempting to substainate their belief.
Acting as if something which is a myth is more real than what is typically considered can occur.
As Jupiter has been prepping the the logical mind with possible new versions of comprehending
far out unrealistic ideas an impulsive self may just go for it. The Scorpio Moon cycle as such can
be setup with these sort of self assertive gestures where a feeling that one is in control of things,
the feeling of deep commitment, defines one's immediate desire.

The ending or completion of the Aries Libra transit for the Moon's nodal axis may be a relief for
many as the fleshing out of aggressive independent behavior will begin to lessen however the
presence of Uranus in Aries until spring of 2018 will continue to trigger social unrest related to
the suppression of individual freedoms. The coming new transit of the Moon's nodal axis will
begin 7:59 PM on November 11th same day as the new Moon. The fleshing out of boundless
ideas will occur and give rise to much artistic expression, and yet on the more practical sense the
need to be clear about one's objectives and priority will also be affected. The need to maintain
focus on one's own specific agenda and business will assist them with their responsibilities.
One's health can also benefit and is a good indicator as to the quality of one's priority choices. In
the meantime the final moments of this current transit through Libra has brought out the value in
partnership and shown the folly of being overly independent. For this to occur, the acceptance of
partnership over aggressive independent nature, the individual must come to the realization that
others show them things about themselves which they typically don't or refuse to see. Now that
we are moving into a Virgo Pisces dynamic it will be a time of clean up where realism in terms
of human or organic needs are prioritized at the expensive of frivolous fantasy and non-essential
make believe.
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With this Moon cycle beginning in Scorpio the focus will be on emotional depths we reach by
embracing shared experience. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is
scripted from the perspective of valuing and acknowledging the truth of sensuality and the rich
life which unfolds into our immediate experience through sensuality. Such experience brings
forward powerful energy which births new life and transforms our world in many ways. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as this area of transformation and power is noticed and
valued. Those born under the Sun sign Scorpio have a natural propensity to sensuality and deep
rich involvement in life. They can surprise others at times with their talent, they become an
expert in those areas which inspire them. Not to exclude others as we all have Scorpio
somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate
where each Sun sign would experience deep insight in a natural way. There are many accents in
each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent
alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we will see personal alignments
which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify
the basic inclination toward sensual experience of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning
to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

look deeply into my own self definition.

allow my inspiration and sensuality to move into playful dynamics.

am being responsible for what my sensuality brings to my attention.

accept the deep feelings I have when I allow my self to experience partnership.

accept what I have started and allow the richness of the outcomes to be supported by
my initial impulses.

allow myself to experience new things and places.

embrace the value of my commitment to my career.

trust and value how my feelings always give me a deep insight concerning my
social world.

feel Mother Earth's presence in my body.

I feel deeply connected to life when I …

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Libra:

Virgo:

value how I have a natural propensity to know what is going on around me.

trust that I connect naturally with the deep meaning of whatever is being
communicated.
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Fourteen Period Format

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***
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September 9th

October 9th & 10th

November 27th, 28th, 28th & 30th

January 4th & 5th

February 26th

March 7th

April 6th & 7th

May 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th & 30th

July 4th & 5th

August 31st
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01 Wednesday November 11th 12:48 PM EST - new Moon in Scorpio

02 Thursday November 12th - Moon enters Sagittarius 10:15 AM

03 Saturday November 14th - Moon enters Capricorn 7:22 PM

Considering how one would share their resources in a most preferred way can connect them to a
Scorpio type vibration. The Earth, as a symbiotic organic network of cooperation, demonstrates a
connection which allows many creatures to be sustained, to survive. As human we too can
benefit from acknowledging and respecting this very special system or organic symbiosis. For
humans to create comfort and security they, we, must accept that we are interdependent, from
one person to another as well as between humanity and all organic life. The resonance of Scorpio
is one of sharing and for this to be consciously acknowledged the individual must be in touch
with their sensuality and the feeling of their body. The new Moon in Scorpio as such can assist
the individual in coming alive sensually. Understanding that sensuality is our connection with
Earth's ongoing symbiosis we can allow our body to open our awareness to human survival,
human security, and human comfort. The awareness that thought creates will also assist the
individual as we are in affiliation with the harmonic order of all organic creatures and not just
ourselves, we all survive together. Hording for example or greed as another example are
examples of ignorance. If we see others as being healthy safe and living comfortable we will
bring this upon ourselves as opposed to choosing thoughts who's central theme is greed. The new
Moon is an ideal time to set our intentions and here this new Moon in Scorpio is as such an ideal
time to value our sensuality, to see the comfort of others rise along with our own and to set forth
cooperative intentions where we as well as others benefit.

A more serious matter than perhaps one has been use to affects job and business, one's
professional involvement. The feeling that opportunity is available may be present however a
degree of clarity and specific prioritizing is required. The need for one to direct another toward a
more professional approach can also occur. Ideas may have to be tested for their useful quality
and this means implementing them. The initial stages of such implementation may be supported
by a naivety, how else could they be given a chance. The need to separate the doable from the
frivolous may be the argument behind some newly asserted work related boundaries.
Partnerships imagined or real can instill forward actions. The presence of a real or assumed
partnership will trigger boldness. A dynamic where cautiousness verses optimism can occur
testing some relationships. Some may become exited about their new idea and the potential
success of implementing it. The actions taken are likely extensions of one's logic concerning the
control and steadiness they have found in their partnership. Lots of things may rise up and be
noticed yet only a certain number of things can be serviced. A fresh new look at what is practical
influences a new set of priorities.

Finding the common ground with others may be a bit tricky as things are changing socially. The
mechanics as to how we function as a society and local community continues to move through an
ongoing revolution. This means many neighbors and local citizens within one's community are in
a different place in terms of accepting certain notions, a change from the recent past. Some
beliefs within a community are perhaps being adjusted and it is this which can create challenges
when doing even the most routine things, like typical weekly or monthly errands. People do want
to get along and so this sorting out may just call for a little patience. The Moon's journey through
Capricorn can however cause some to panic that they will not get things done on time. Don't be
surprised to find out later that you are actually ahead of the game. It may seem as if everyone is

Mars ingress Libra Thursday November 12th 4:42 PM
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interested in themselves in an exaggerated way yet the need to cooperate can still be felt as this
sense of self first is common and as such can be understood and accepted in an advantageous
way. Enriched thought and enriched conversation may gift some. An ability to see more deeply
into things like a sustained flash of awareness can occur, especially if the individual is in the
habit of maintaining congruency between their thought and and their feelings.

The freedom to act as one feels as is correct for them can affect family dynamics. Parents may
feel they have a sense of the bigger picture and as such can assist others. Seeing the bigger
picture may mean accepting things outside typical social experiences. The ability to see things
outside the box for example may be what is behind how a parent protects children. An ability to
think about and talk about the deeper more core beliefs of things affects what some may see or
consider. An individual may look at some current partnership arrangement in terms of their free
will and free spirit. An ability for example to be open minded conerning just about anything can
affect one's social value or social interest. The important matter of being interesting to others
socially may include the ability to accept just about anything. This tack or assumed social
identity may seem to lead one to an important role publicly. Questioning an idea and thinking it
is not acceptable may be indicated to the individual by their emotional reaction to it. If one has
gone too far for example and then are socially excluded it may seem as if it is because an idea
which is too far out was taken too seriously. The manner in which some individuals are
considered inspirational, or considered as leaders, may be connected to what was previously
consider unrealistic ideas. Ideally the individual will see how society connects to acceptable
ideas thorough the rejection of unusual ideas. In terms of the logical mind there is only room for
but a certain amount of such chaos.

The pleasure of letting boundaries fall and dissolve away may be desired yet these boundaries
will return in a few days. For now a musing imagination can offer an insight into one's current
and past involvement which clearly lacked boundaries. This can be a valuable insight as it rings
in some newly valued clarity which is potentially going to affect choices. For now it is more of
an artistic approach, a moving into and out of different versions of things, different beliefs and
their correlating realities. Like watching movies or reading books, being entertained by history or
the lives of others past. Nothing is irrelevant and this, although entertaining now, actually has a
freeing affect on the individual as they will soon establish a new order of boundary. An important
indicator during this period, in terms of one's ability to sort out the significance of certain
indulgences, is their health. Our body will indicate if we are losing an important perspective as to
what we are allowing to pass through our minds. A real test of one's rationalization and logical
astuteness may be in their ability to accept a vast grey area over a strictly black and white view.
The fear of feeling the pain of others is the big challenge for some and it is this which will be
fleshed out. The need to be optimistic in an exaggerated way where logic is king can be a
mechanism to avoid the simple truth, we feel the pain of others.

A need to get moving on something can cause an impulsiveness to come forward. An interesting

04 Tuesday November 17th - Moon enters Aquarius 2:25 AM

05 Thursday November 19th - Moon enters Pisces 7:23 AM

06 Saturday November 21st - Moon enters Aries 10:13 AM

Neptune direct Wednesday November 18th 11:32 AM

Mercury ingress Sagittarius Friday November 20th 2:44 PM

Sun ingress Sagittarius Sunday November 22nd 10:26 AM
Saturn square Neptune Thursday November 22nd 8:16 PM
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dynamic between relating individual's may be exploiting believes which value independent or
solo type actions verses shared approaches. The feeling that one needs to move now will indicate
an aquired nature which has become integrated within their behavior. This at times can be
contradictory to what they say or would like to assume about themselves. Approaching
responsibilities quickly and independently can be motivated by the sense that one is in control of
their life. It may feel as if some action will be required in order that one stay on track with their
plans. One's planning and logic may lead them to include others in their plans although wanting
to take a solo effort may also be choosen. Being specifically clear as to the role another will plan
in one's plan becomes more significant. Interacting with another now may be required to
expedite an agenda. A strict sense of including certain logical approaches as opposed to others
may have to be considered. Ideally the individual will understand the guidance of inspired vision
while being able to separate such vision from the more exact and practical tasks specific to
achieve a desired outcome. The key to success is simply enjoying the journey.

Seeking stability in a partnership can occur as the steadiness one believes they have acquired
needs to be substantiated. Willingness to accept partnership is given support as indicated by
Venus in Libra. The need for this relationship to simplify one's life may be assumed or felt giving
some partnerships a lift. An independent nature may be waning and this can be paying a dividend
in terms of feeling more secure within a partnership to a degree which the individual has not
experienced outside the relationship. It may be feared or questioned that a foundation initially
assumed to be there is not. An attraction to fiery public figures can quickly occur and just as
quickly fade. In the meantime an appreciation as to how assertive public people affect one's more
local partnership and the foundation subsequent to this partnership can occur. Something which
one felt confident they were in control of may be tested now, some assurance expected may have
been withdraw or miss calculated. A need to be more specific in what actions to take and when
will become more important. Some people's logic may be inspiring yet could possible benefit
from additional questioning. The value of accepting Earth as a partner can bring one to a state of
acknowledgement of the natural organic make up of our security and comfort. Our sense of
comfort is simplified as we become affiliated with nature and natural organic order. Once this
connection with nature is acknowledged and established an individual will be better prepared to
understand the security and comfort they can achieve in partnership.

07 Monday November 23rd - Moon enters Taurus 11:27 AM

08 Wednesday November 25th - Moon enters Gemini 12:16 PM

The effectiveness of words will be experienced by some during the Moon's Gemini ingress. It is
the power of Scorpio which makes this so. Stability in a relating experience can lead to effective
and useful communications. Prioritizing where the mind goes and keeping words relevant may
feel necessary. Some may be bothered by what is said implying the power of words. Frivolous
words may be detected and either dismissed or directly squelched by others who see little use or
even an unsettling quality to what they believe to inappropriate comments. For others
conversation may seem a convenient way to begin some fun or create an enjoyable experience.
The need to be specific however can be more important than having fun or for some having fun
may be exactly that, being specific. Once one feels comfortable in a relationship they can
become more conversational than usual and begin an excited dialogue. One's emotional troubles
may show as the full Moon in Gemini fleshes out one's internal dialogue and revealing one's

Full Moon in Gemini Wednesday November 25th 5:45 PM
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concern to others. Ideally the individual will discover the advantage of keeping things simple by
sticking to what is relevant as opposed to moving boundlessly from one topic or idea to another.

Grasping at logic may be triggered by the fear of being consumed in a relationship which appears
to be based on some delusional shared ideal. An exaggerated draw to being critical of one's
public image or reputation can also occur. This can be a time where some overly fantastic ideal
needs to be better understood in terms of practicality and significance. A need to get clarity can
become bogged down if the value of fantasy is not understood. Ideally the individual will
integrate their imagined take on things with so called real things. An immediate experience may
occur which acts as a catalyst, ultimately triggering the need to make critical decisions absent of
overly wishful thinking. A gap in one's personal vision may appear and as such it is time to find
the missing piece. This missing piece is on one's radar and is located by trusting and following
one's vulnerability. There is value in fantasy or far out notions yet the individual may be
challenged to advance their practical reasoning and as such either dismiss a delusion or find the
value, perhaps through metaphor.

For some reason being respected can be more important right now than usual. Having a good
handle on one's job can also include the feeling of respect. If there are emotional reactions being
triggered it may be that one's assumed image or identity is not being shared or supported by
others. A strict sense of what is correct can be tied into one's pride. Being admired as opposed to
appearing foolish may be the motivation behind actions. Especially where one's public or
professional reputation is concerned. This can be a time where one is able to be clear as to how
to go about doing something which involves others, possible directing others. The ability to be
discerning while prioritizing on the fly will work well for those who are setup for this sort of
opportunity. New rules may be enacted at work. The testing of one's take on things may begin to
be laid out yet the result is not necessarily going to be successful. If however the individual is
willing and able to make adjustments as flaws in their logic appear they will increase their
chances of success. This can be a good time for one to be successful at implementing their plan
assuming their integrity and self confidence is in order and their gratefulness toward others who
they have come in contact with is real and authentic. New leaders may begin to appear publicly
as old ways of doing things crushes the older ways and the old leadership model. This is not a
good time for established leaders to resist obvious change.

An increase in concern over one's reputation can occur. This can be a little mixed up when
something that is important to one is considered irrelevant or miscalculated by another. What
seems to be really important to one party is dismissed by another party as delusional.
Questioning the validity or quality of another's logic may seem necessary as the notions or
beliefs one has come to accept as common understanding are apparently not accepted as such by
others. A need to find clarity may trigger emotional reactions as the feeling of accepting incorrect
information begins to interfere with one's agenda. An advancing opportunity may have to be
adjusted to accommodate the beliefs of others, especially in the area of making professional or
business related progress. Dealing with the way others understand community and social
functioning can be beneficial as it allows one to adjust their own approach to achieving
professional success. Health may call some to take a break or at least to make some adjustments
in their public approach. If health is an issue the individual would do well to create boundaries

09 Friday November 27th - Moon enters Cancer 2:28 PM

10 Sunday November 29th - Moon enters Leo 7:48 PM

11 Wednesday December 2nd - Moon enters Virgo 5:10 AM
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around their involvement in things which are outside their absolute interest, or to question their
involvement in things which are really not their concern. An ability to simply make one's
intention clear to themselves and to set a clear vision of their desired outcome can assist them,
especially if such an approach causes them to be less aggressive in terms of forcing results.

Taking on extra tasks may be luring as it means getting to be with someone who seems fun or
enjoyable to be with. An added burst of energy is perhaps added to one's day with the mere
thought of being with such a person. Ideally the individual will be clear about how much is too
much and they know when a musing is to remain just that. When accumulating extra
responsibilities in hopes of appearing likeable to another a sense of overwhelm can occur. There
has been an increase in friendship and partnership relationships in the last year or so and this has
been nice for many as it has gotten the rust off socially, it has got people out and about. However
it appears that it is now more appropriate to be clear and critical as to the logistics, the
practicality, of some of these relationships. Ones affection for another may become more sensual
during this Moon Libra transit. Clumsy or awkward actions which indicate affection may occur.
An individual may reveal to themselves, and perhaps to others as well, their trust or acceptance
of a partnership over some individualized or solo approach in relation to their interests.

This particular Moon cycle may have had the effect of causing one to either realize or prioritize
the advantage or gift of having some particular thing to follow or dedicate oneself to. The
challenge perhaps to sort out the unrealistic from the realistic, or the real thrill of one's interest
from false interest. How other are involved in one's process of landing such clarity is also a
degree of interest. The quality of relationship in this regard may also affect one's feeling
reactions. A feeling for example that one wants and yearns to move forward challenges them to
evaluate some historic dedication to a vision or reality which has been either inspiring them or
leading them on for some time, perhaps years. A dream version of life may become challenged as
what is considered a more realistic plan is now more comforting and necessary. The holes in
some old plan may be widened as logical investigation begins to swallow faulty reasoning. Some
past myths may lose their attraction and fancy. A sudden incident has the potential occur,
involves social interest and public reputation in some way. Some way to move ahead
aggressively or courageously while avoiding a non-negotiable situation may be required. The big
advantage the individual brings to themselves right now is having that honest vision and plan
which is truly inspiring them at every turn.

Feeling one wants to take action and get going with a project or whatever may be challenged
when the individual is not sure whether or not to include others in their action. A partnership
relationship for example may already be in one state of action where as some independent
actions are also in play. The two motivations, team effort verses individual effort, may be
creating confusion. Ultimately the individual will realize that they do have the right to make
choices about who they are publicly and socially and yet at the same time enjoy the presence of
others who are right there along side them acting in harmony toward a share goal seeking a
common desired outcome. Either way this is about taking action. Looking for harmony with
others as one procedes is a good idea right now even if some adjustment is required. There has
recently been an evolution where individuals who were chronically independent are now seeing

12 Friday December 4th - Moon enters Libra 5:35 PM

13 Monday December 7th - Moon enters Scorpio 6:27 AM

14 Wednesday December 9th - Moon enters Sagittarius 5:25 PM

Venus ingress Scorpio Friday December 4th 11:16 PM
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the big light and feeling a grand pleasure when doing this with others. It's as if the thing which
needs to be done is merely the vehicle or excuse to get people together. As this is the tail end of
the Scorpio Moon cycle it is good for the individual to see how shared resources and shared
experience have given them a sense of comfort that solo effort alone could not.

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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01 By accepting certain social changes I am able to find common ground with others.

02 The most important thing about my property and what I own is how I share it with others.

03 When unusual things happen socially I am able to detect the belief which justifies it.

04 My confidence in my practical understanding is increasing.

05 My critical understanding of my social position or situation works well with my personal
sense of security and comfort.

06 I am realizing the importance of basing my truth on what keeps me healthy.

07 A new look at what is practical influences my priorities.

08 Our partnership works well because we accept each others boundaries.

09  love being involved in creative ideas with my partner.

10 When I respect the people I deal with I tune into a higher order of wisdom.

11 My good relationship with my children is based on my understanding they need to be free
to make their own choices.

12 I find myself accepting and understanding things which others may deem outside the box.

13 When I trust my feelings I have the ability to get more deeply into things.

14 I am noticing how my body reacts to what I allow to pass through my mind.

15 The key to success is simply enjoying the journey.

16 In my wisdom I am able to understand the need for respecting organic integrity while
accepting infrastructure changes which serve communities.

17 My need to take real action causes me to be clear about what I trust and value in my
spiritual beliefs.

18 I like and value my relationships yet do not give more resources to them than would be
reasonable.

19 I am able to question that which I have for some time considered sacred.

20 My optimistic musing are fun however do not exclude my need to be responsible when
considering how some ideas are intrusive toward others.

21 warrior energy is keenly focused on achieving ultimate health.


